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ABSTRACT

1.

Top search ad placement is the coin of today’s Internet services
realm. An entire industry of search engine marketing companies
have emerged to help advertisers optimize their ad campaigns to deliver high returns on investment, peddling a plethora of advertising
strategies. Yet, very little is publicly known about the effectiveness
of online search advertising, especially when trying to compare the
various campaign strategies used by advertisers.
This paper presents the first large-scale measurement of
the effectiveness—measured in terms of incremental conversion
gains—of online search ads. We develop a simple metric called
net acquisition benefit (NAB) that admits comparisons between the
efficacy of different ad campaign strategies without access to advertisers’ private financial information. We study three common
campaign strategies used by advertisers on a large search ad network: cannibalization, poaching, and ad extensions. Considering
data from a month in the last two years, we employ NAB to identify cases where these campaign strategies are justified. Advertisers
and ad agencies can replicate our methodology to apply it to other
strategies of interest.

Measuring the effectiveness of advertising is, in general, a hard
problem. As John Wanamaker famously quipped, “half the money
I spend on advertising is wasted; the trouble is I don’t know which
half.” Online search advertising holds out the promise of addressing this longstanding challenge by focusing spend on the right consumers at the right time. The sheer scale of fine-grained, useractivity data that can be brought to bear (e.g., tracking every ad
click and every user action on advertisers’ site) allows advertisers
to reach populations of particular interest. Moreover, search queries
capture the intent of the user allowing more direct connections between the ad and the user action [26]. This tight relationship contrasts with traditional brand advertising where connections between
ads and purchases are more nebulous. Hence, it is no surprise that
search advertising accounts for over 40% of the $42 billion spent
in online ads in the US alone, and is growing at 18% annually [25].
Despite its ever-increasing prevalence, very little is publicly
known about the effectiveness of online search advertising. Indeed,
large advertisers have presented conflicting anecdotal evidence. As
recently as in April 2013, a study claimed that the estimated $51
million eBay spends on search ads is ineffective since they essentially cannibalize clicks from organic search results: in the absence
of eBay’s ad the user would have clicked the eBay page in the
organic results [10]. Similarly, three Indian online apparel retailers found that poaching each other’s users by advertising on their
competitors’ brand names was counterproductive; while they might
succeed in getting their competitors’ customers to click their ad, the
customers would typically not convert. For the few customers who
do end up making a purchase, the cost paid by the advertiser is too
high [7]. Despite these reports, ad networks and ad agencies maintain that poaching and cannibalizing organic clicks both have a net
positive return on investment [7]. Opinions are similarly mixed
in the mobile space, where many advertisers complain about accidental clicks while ad networks defend the effectiveness of mobile
search ads [4, 6].
One factor contributing to these seemingly contradictory reports
is the current inability of anyone other than the advertisers themselves to determine if a particular advertising campaign is effective. Publishers and marketing firms deal in terms of metrics like
click-through ratio (CTR), which reports the number of clicks on
an ad as a fraction of the number of times the ad is shown, and cost
per acquisition (CPA), which reports an advertiser’s total spend divided by the number of resulting purchases. Unfortunately, neither of these metrics lends insight to the key question—namely
whether a particular advertising campaign is profitable for the advertiser or not, which is captured by the metric profit per impression
(PPI). However, determining an ad campaign’s PPI fundamentally
requires knowledge of an advertiser’s cost and revenue structure—
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INTRODUCTION

(a) Traditional search ad

(b) Ad with call extension

Figure 1: Examples of search ad types.
information they are likely loathe to share, even with their marketing agencies.
Instead, we present a simple metric—net acquisition benefit
(NAB)—that leverages information about how much an advertiser
bids for ad placement (which, for rational advertisers, is a lower
bound on the profit they expect) to estimate profit per impression
(PPI). Using data about billions of clicks from a large search ad
network we conduct a month-long measurement study of the effectiveness of three search ad campaign strategies—cannibalization,
poaching, and ad extensions—that are widely employed by advertisers today.
We find that the advertising landscape is quite nuanced: a given
campaign strategy may be effective for some advertisers but not
others. For instance, advertisers with well-established brands may
find little benefit in advertising on search queries mentioning their
brand, while less well-known brands may need to do so to protect themselves from competitors looking to poach their customers.
Similarly, ads on mobile devices may be more effective for businesses with brick-and-mortar storefronts than for businesses with
purely online presence. We hope that NAB will allow not only
advertisers but ad agencies and other third parties to replicate our
methodology to measure and compare other advertising strategies.

2.

BACKGROUND

This section provides a brief overview of search advertising and
related concepts. Readers already familiar with search ads may
prefer to skip ahead and refer back to this section as needed.
Search ads and organic results. When a user types a search
query into a search engine like Google, Bing, or Yahoo!, the resulting page contains two types of listings. Organic search results—
traditionally understood to be the search results—are determined
by the search engine through proprietary heuristic algorithms; the
listed websites do not pay the search engine for placement or clickthroughs. Paid search results, on the other hand, which we refer
to as search ads, are typically sold by the search engine through
an auction mechanism where the destination website (i.e., advertiser) bids for inclusion. The top paid search results are typically
displayed alongside organic search results and formatted to look
similar except for, e.g., a slightly different background shade, or a
‘Sponsored’ or ‘Ad’ label.
Content. The content of an ad includes at a minimum a title, the
advertiser’s domain name, and two short lines of descriptive text,
typically rendered in blue, green, and black, respectively as illustrated in Figure 1. The advertiser also provides the URL the user
should be directed to if the ad is clicked. Search engines increasingly support ad extensions that allow advertisers to include additional information or actions in the rendered ad. The call extension,
for instance, allows an advertiser to provide a phone number; when
the ad is shown on a mobile phone, the extension is rendered as a
button that invokes the dialer as shown in Figure 1(b).
Targeting. Advertisers select individual keywords or phrases
that must be present in the (normalized) user search query for the
ad to be included in the ad auction. User search queries are normalized to fix misspellings, stem words, and resolve ambiguities using
various heuristics. The advertiser may further target their ad by de-

vice type, geographic region, time of day, and user demographics.
Targeting is often quite fine-grained in practice, with top advertisers managing tens of millions of keywords [10].
Campaigns and pricing. Ads are priced through an auction
mechanism that is designed to encourage advertisers to bid the
maximum amount they are willing to pay for a click. The amount
the advertiser is charged if the ad is clicked is based on the
next-lower-ranked bid in a form of generalized second-price auction [20]. The position of the ad on the results page is based on
some function of the bid and the probability the ad will be clicked
(e.g., based on historical click-through rates). Advertisers typically
manage bids for a group of related keywords and targeting criteria
through a logical construct called a campaign. Each bid is associated with a particular ad campaign, which can specify fine-grained
bid modifications based upon device type and individual keywords.
Conversion. The purpose of an ad is obviously to drive revenue
to the advertiser. Conversion (or equivalently, acquisition) refers
to the user performing some desirable action on the advertiser’s
site after clicking the ad, e.g., signing up for a newsletter, purchasing a product, or subscribing to a service. Sophisticated search-ad
networks assist advertisers in monitoring the effectiveness of their
campaigns by providing support for analytics. In particular, the
advertiser can inform the search-ad network of a conversion event
by placing JavaScript code provided by the search-ad network on
the page on which the conversion happens. The JavaScript directs
the browser to contact the search-ad network’s server with a user
cookie which can then be used to link the conversion event to any
previous user actions performed on the search-ad network. The advertiser can track campaign performance along different types of
conversions by passing an opaque tag to the conversion JavaScript;
the search-ad network typically does not learn the semantics of the
tag or the value of the conversion and simply tallies the counts of
these opaque tags for the campaign.

3.

METRIC

In this section we present NAB, a simple metric we use for measuring the effectiveness of online search ads. Our primary goal is
to design a metric that can be used by ad networks, ad agencies,
or any entity that manages large search advertising campaigns. We
discuss the challenges in choosing the right metric to measure the
performance of ad campaigns. In particular, we address the fact that
details of customer transactions (e.g., profit margins) may not be
available to the entities running the search engine marketing campaigns for the advertisers.

3.1

Challenges

Our choice of metric for comparing the performance of different
advertising strategies is driven by the following challenges.

3.1.1

Advertiser diversity

Advertisers on our partner ad network span orders of magnitude
in terms of their scale. The effective cost per acquisition (CPA) for
an advertiser, computed as the total amount charged divided by the
total number of conversions, is a rough proxy for the monetary utility the advertiser expects to derive from advertising [21]. Figure 2
plots the normalized CPA for advertisers reporting at least 10 conversion events in our dataset vs. the total normalized money spent
by the advertiser; the values are normalized to the median value
along each axis. (Because each advertiser has at least 10 conversions, there can be no points above the CPA = TotalSpend/10
diagonal.) As one might expect, different advertisers have vastly
different budgets. Both the total money spent by advertisers (xaxis domain) and effective cost-per-acquisition (y-axis range) span

by device type may help evaluate the effectiveness of advertising
on mobile devices, while aggregating data by query classification
to, e.g., consider only ads placed on competitors’ brand names, may
help evaluate the impact of poaching.

3.2

Net acquisition benefit (NAB)

Intuitively, the net acquisition benefit (NAB) is the conversion
probability of a traffic slice adjusted by its cost. We define NAB
for a traffic slice x as follows:
νx
,
NAB(x) = πx −
λ
where:
x, n
πx
νx
λ

Figure 2: Large spread in the normalized advertiser ad spend and
the normalized price they pay per conversion.
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Figure 3: Top queries account for a small share of overall spend
illustrating the query diversity.

almost six orders of magnitude. Thus, our metric must take into
account an advertisers’ target cost per acquisition and allow comparison between different advertising strategies of an advertiser.

:
=
=
=

Traffic slice x consisting of n impressions
Conversion probability, i.e., #conversions
n
Average cost, i.e., cost
n
Advertiser’s target cost-per-acquisition

λ is the maximum amount an advertiser would be willing to pay
for a conversion, which is well captured, for example, by their bid
in an ad auction (see Section 2). Obviously, a rational advertiser
would not want to pay more for an ad than they stand to make in
profit on the conversion, so we argue that λ serves as a lower bound
for the profit an advertiser expects to capture from a conversion.
Note that if λ precisely equals the advertiser’s profit margin, then
NAB is proportional to profit per impression (PPI).
NAB = 1 for an optimally beneficial traffic slice — where every
case results in a conversion (π = 1) and there is no cost (ν = 0).
NAB = 0 for traffic slices that have no net benefit, e.g., where the
traffic slice is so expensive that the advertiser is willing to forgo
every conversion and save the entire cost (i.e., effective cost-peracquisition is λ and ν = λπ). For detrimental traffic slices, e.g.,
there are no conversions (π = 0) and the advertiser is losing money
(ν > 0), NAB is negative. In practice, NAB is on the order of 10−2
in our real-world dataset. (Intuitively, this makes sense, as CTRs
are typically of the same order.)

3.3

Incremental NAB

The incremental net acquisition benefit (INAB) measures the relative improvement in NAB of one traffic slice over another, i.e., the
effectiveness of one ad campaign vs. another. Intuitively, it is the
change in conversion probability (∆π) adjusted by the change in
cost (∆ν). We define INAB for traffic slice x over slice y as follows:
INAB(x | y)

3.1.2

Statistical significance

As mentioned, ad targeting can be extremely fine-grained focusing on specific keywords, device types, geographic regions, etc.
Figure 3 plots the probability density function of the share of total
advertising money spent on a sampling of the most popular keywords (ordered by the amount of money spent on them). To illustrate, note that the top keyword contributes to less than 0.2%
of the total spend. There is a heavy tail of keywords with the top
200 most-popular together accounting for less than 7% of the total
spend in the sample. Performing analysis at keyword granularity
results in poor statistical significance. The statistical significance is
lower still if the data is further sliced by user, device type, advertiser and other targeting parameters.
Hence, any useful metric must be defined over traffic aggregates,
which we refer to as slices of search requests. The dimensions
along which the data should be aggregated depends upon the strategy being evaluated. In general, we will consider slices that capture
a particular advertising campaign. For instance, aggregating data

=

NAB(x) − NAB(y)
|NAB(y)|

INAB is defined only for two comparable traffic slices. That is,
INAB can be computed for two traffic slices x and y belonging
to the same advertiser but not across advertisers. Traffic slice x is
more beneficial than y if and only if x has more net acquisition benefit than y, i.e., INAB(x | y) is positive. Slice x is less beneficial
than y if INAB(x | y) is negative (or equivalently, INAB(y | x) is
positive). Both are equivalent if INAB(x | y) is zero.

3.4

Discussion

NAB approximates profit per impression (PPI) when λ is equal
to profit margin on conversion. But, unlike profit per impression,
NAB does not require information about revenue derived and cost
of the products. This allows ad networks and ad agencies to use
the NAB metric to compare effectiveness of advertising campaigns.
Note that both NAB and PPI, being impression based, can be sensitive to impression counts (impressions are cheap, one may argue).
However, an impression represents the most basic intervention to

user experience on behalf of advertisers, and in absence of a better
denominator, impression-based metrics are still considered industry standard [2, 38].
CTR and CPA. Click-through ratio (CTR) and cost per acquisition (CPA) are the two most commonly used metrics to evaluate
effectiveness of ad campaigns. CTR captures the effectiveness of
a campaign in attracting users but does not capture the benefit of
attracting those users. It also does not capture the price that the
advertiser has to pay for the clicks. While CPA captures the quality of users being attracted, it does not capture the efficiency of the
campaign in attracting users overall, something that CTR captures.
We find that NAB captures the performance of a campaign better than both CTR and CPA. In particular, NAB is robust to the
diversity of advertisers and sparsity of query-level data found in
our dataset. It has been observed [12, 24] that even large search
engines have very sparse data when aggregated by user queries.
NAB allows comparisons between different advertising strategies
of a given advertiser and can be applied to any slice of traffic with
sufficient data.
Target cost per acquisition. One subtlety with NAB is that advertisers could have different target costs per acquisition for different ad campaigns. We discuss our methodology for inferring target
cost per acquisition in next section.

4.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

This section describes the dataset we use and the methodology we follow for measuring effectiveness of various ad campaign
strategies in the subsequent sections.

4.1

Dataset

Our dataset sample is several terabytes in size, consisting of billions of search and ad clicks on a large search ad network in the
United States English language market. We report upon clicks capturing all actions taken by hundreds of millions of users who issue
hundreds of millions of unique English-language queries over a period of four contiguous weeks within the last two years. (Analysis
of a different four-week time period obtains qualitatively similar results.) The dataset contains a representative sample of clicks from
desktops, tablets and phones. Our dataset sample covers many millions of dollars in advertising spend1 by hundreds of thousands of
advertisers. Our dataset does not cover specialized search verticals
like image, video and map, or product listings.
For each click our dataset includes the following anonymized
information: i) the normalized search query issued by the user and
the search ad network’s internal query classification; ii) information
about the browser including version and operating system, device
form factor iii) the list of organic search results and paid search
ads that were presented to the user; iv) the details of the associated
ad campaign including bid amounts, keywords targeted, and ad extensions; v) the organic search results or paid search ads on which
the user actually clicked (if any) including clicks on multiple results and ads; and, lastly, for ads clicked, vi) the second-price bid
charged to the advertiser along with any advertiser-reported conversion event(s) for that click along with the URL of the pages for
which the user conversion was reported and the (opaque) conversion types.
Along with click data, the analytics system collects user activity
data on advertiser websites to track the performance of their ad
campaigns. Whenever a user performs an action that the advertiser
1

We are obliged to report only the magnitude or normalized values
for some sensitive quantities when doing so does not compromise
the scientific value of our results.

wants to track, JavaScript embedded in the page sends information
about the action—along with a user cookie allowing the data to be
connected to the user’s search behavior—to the ad network. This
system allows advertisers to declare which user actions constitute
conversions.

4.2

Methodology

In order to compute NAB we infer target cost per conversion (λ)
and conversion rate of traffic acquired organically from the data.
We aggregate data over queries that identify traffic representing different advertising strategies.
Conversions. In order to identify the conversions that an advertiser obtains from a slice of traffic we have to attribute the conversion to a specific prior search. For this, we identify the user actions
on the search engine prior to the conversion event on the advertiser
website. We then attribute the conversion to the latest user click (regardless of whether the click was on an organic result or a search
ad) that led the user to the advertiser’s website—as long as the click
happened in the 24 hours prior to the conversion event.
Not all advertisers report conversion signals, or not in significant numbers. Unless otherwise mentioned, we omit advertisers
for whom we have less than 30 conversion reports in our dataset
sample.
Inferring target cost per acquisition. Recall from Section 2
that advertisers place a bid which is the maximum amount they
are willing to pay for a click. We infer the maximum amount the
advertiser is willing to pay for a conversion (λ) by dividing their
total bid amount for the ads clicked by the number of conversions
they received. Since the bid values are always more than the actual
cost of advertising, overall NAB for any advertiser is always positive. Note that by making this choice we consider all conversions
that the advertiser receives in US English market—irrespective of
campaign—equivalent.
Aggregating queries. NAB must be computed over a significant aggregation of traffic. As mentioned earlier, individual search
queries are too granular. We follow the search-ad network’s internal
classification scheme [41] to aggregate queries into the following
four classes of particular interest: navigational, local, commercial,
and other, which includes informational queries.
Since the ad network’s internal query classifier uses heuristics,
we verify the correctness of classification by manually investigating a representative sample. In all we manually verify 200 queries
and find that in the large majority of cases (94%) our manual label matches the classifier’s; in the remaining 6% of the cases we
believe the classifier misclassified the query. We compute the
sensitivity and specificity measures for classification of navigational queries and find that that 77% of the time, a navigational
query is classified as navigational, whereas 4% of the time, a nonnavigational query is classified as navigational. Overall, the query
classification—while not perfect—seems sufficiently accurate for
the purposes of our study.
Traffic slices. In subsequent sections we compare the effectiveness of various campaign strategies used by advertisers by comparing the benefits across different traffic slices. Each slice of traffic is
defined by the query classification, device type, the position of the
advertiser in the organic results (if at all), whether the advertiser’s
ad is shown or not, and whether the call button was present for the
ad or organic result (in the case of mobile devices). Table 1 lists
these features and describes the values they take. Table 2 labels
the various combinations of these features with a name that we use
to refer to that traffic slice in subsequent sections. We discuss our
choice of the traffic slices in Section 8.

Navigational query; user seeks specific site
Commercial query; user has purchase intent
All queries
10−1

Mobile smartphones
Desktops and laptops
All devices

NAB (query-org-1-ad)

Query
nav
com
all
Device
phone
pc
all
Organic
yes
no
top
poor
n
n+
all
Ad
yes
no
Ext. (set)
ad:call
org:call
ad:comp

Present in first page of results
Not in first page of results
Top-most organic search result
Ranked 2 or worse, or not on first page
Ranked n
Ranked n or worse
All cases whether present or not

10−2

10−3

Ad present
Ad not present
Ad has call button
Organic result had call button
Competitor has an ad

10−4 −4
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Table 1: Traffic features used to define traffic slices
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Figure 4: Most advertisers see little to no benefit in advertising for
queries where they are the top result.
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ad:comp
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ad:call
org:call,
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CANNIBALIZING ORGANIC TRAFFIC

We refer to the scenario where advertisers show ads for queries
where they have an organic presence as cannibalization: in the absence of ads, users could have navigated to the advertiser using
organic results. We consider three particular scenarios of cannibalization and use NAB to measure the benefits of each. We find that,
i) for queries where the advertiser is the top result 56% of the advertisers derive no benefit from advertising, ii) the incremental benefit
of advertising increases as the organic rank of advertiser decreases
and iii) over 61% of the advertisers achieve limited benefit by advertising on navigational queries.

5.1

0.6

0.2

Table 2: Traffic slices used in this paper

5.

CDF

Slice
Query
Section 5: Cannibalizing Organic
org-n-noad
all
org-n-ad
all
nav-noad
nav
nav-ad
nav
nav-comp-noad
nav
nav-comp-ad
nav
noorg-ad
all
Section 6: Poaching
poach-ad
nav
poach-noad
nav
commerce-ad
com
Section 7: Ad Extensions
phone-orgcall
all
phone-org
all
phone-ad
all
phone-adcall
all
phone-noorg-ad
all
phone-noorg-adcall
all
phone-orgcall-adcall all

Improving visibility

In this section we consider the general case of searches where
the user does not already have a particular destination website (advertiser) in mind. In such an instance, even though an advertiser’s

−0.5
0.0
0.5
INAB (query-org-1-ad|query-org-1-noad)

1.0

Figure 5: 56% advertisers achieve zero or negative INAB by advertising on queries where advertiser is the top result.

site appears in the organic search results, the advertiser may wish to
increase its visibility to induce the user to visit its site as opposed
to a competitor’s. We consider an advertiser to be attempting to
improve their visibility if the advertiser chooses to display an ad
despite already being included in the organic results likely to be
considered by the user (i.e., ranked in the top ten organic results
which are chosen based on their relevance to the user query).

5.1.1

Same-query visibility

The main challenge in measuring the impact of advertising is
obtaining comparable search impressions. In the ideal scenario we
would compare user actions in the presence and absence of an ad
while everything else remains the same. Since we do not have such
data, we compare the performance of ads by comparing benefits
of advertising over two sets of impressions for the same query,
one with ads and one without ads. Comparing user actions over
impressions for the same query ensures that the most significant
variable—the user query—remains the same in both sample sets.
We begin by considering the effectiveness of advertising when an
advertiser is already the top organic search result. For each (advertiser, query) pair, where advertiser is the top organic result for that
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Figure 6: The benefits of cannibalizing organic clicks increase with decreasing organic search ranking.

5.1.2

Over all queries

The constraint of comparing the benefits of advertising by holding the user query a constant limits our analysis to a few advertisers who have significant number of conversions for the same query.
Even for those advertisers, these few queries contribute to a small
proportion of their entire ad spend. Hence, there is reason to believe the same-query results may not be representative. By design,
we can apply our metric to measure effectiveness of ads on an arbitrary slice of traffic. Here we expand our analysis to compare traffic
slices where the advertiser has a particular rank in organic results,
irrespective of user query.
Figure 6 considers only non-navigational queries (i.e., those
where the user likely does not have a particular destination website
in mind) and plots NAB of advertising (org-n-ad) vs. not advertising (org-n-noad) aggregated across all queries for each advertiser
(i.e., each advertiser is a single data point) where we have sufficient
data as described in Section 4. We separate campaigns based upon
their rank in organic results. Figure 6(a) considers the aggregate
performance of all non-navigational queries for which an advertiser

1.0
0.8
CDF

query, we identify impressions with and without ads by the advertiser. I.e., a single advertiser may be considered multiple times if
they are the top search result for more than one query. Figure 4
plots the NAB of advertising (query-org-1-ad) vs. not advertising (query-org-1-noad) for all (advertiser, query) pairs where we
have more than 30 conversions (as discussed in Section 4). In our
dataset, we have 824 (advertiser, query) pairs covering 345 distinct
advertisers. The diagonal line represents an INAB of zero, i.e., the
effectiveness of advertising is equivalent to the effectiveness of not
advertising for that advertiser. Advertising is more effective than
not for advertisers above the diagonal. A slight majority are below
the line where the inverse is true—i.e., it is not worth advertising
for that query. The dashed red curves above and below the diagonal are intended to aide comparison as the graph spans four orders
of magnitude on each axis: they represent a ∆NAB (NAB(ad) NAB(noad)) of +0.01 and −0.01 respectively.
As an alternative representation of the same data, Figure 5 plots
the CDF of the corresponding INAB metric. Recall that INAB is
normalized to the NAB of the base strategy, so a value of 1.0 represents a 2× improvement. For 56% of the (advertiser, query) pairs
the corresponding advertiser gets zero or negative incremental benefit by advertising on the query (i.e., fall below the diagonal in Figure 4). Again, this means that these advertisers should reconsider
advertising on those queries.
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Figure 7: As rank increases in organic results benefits of cannibalistic advertising turn positive, albeit only slightly.

anyway obtains the top organic result (c.f. Figure 4 which shows a
distinct point for each unique top-result-producing query an advertiser may obtain). Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show the same comparison
for campaigns where the advertiser appears third or fifth in organic
search results, respectively.
Figure 7 plots the CDFs of the corresponding INAB metrics
for each of the three classes of campaign considered in Figure 6.
In contrast to the same-query results above, most of the advertisers gain by advertising for non-navigational queries despite being present in the organic results. This is likely because nonnavigational queries tend to be competed for more aggressively and
users are flexible with choosing any business that meets their needs.
Also, while the relative benefit (i.e., INAB) of advertising increase
as the organic rank drops, the absolute benefits (i.e., NAB) of advertising are very low.
Interestingly, for 32% of the top-ranked websites, there appear
to be significant benefits to advertising (INAB > 50%). Manual
investigations find that these advertisers belong to two categories.
One set of advertisers have less-well-recognized brands. If a more
well recognized brand advertises for the query, and is thus placed
above the top-ranked organic result, the latter lose out. The other
category of advertisers who gain are those who share their brand
with other advertisers. For example, car manufacturers lose potential converting users to competing ads placed by car dealers trying
to attract the same users. For 19% of the top-ranked websites, advertising is a drain on their ad spend (INAB < 0) since they end up
competing on hotly contested queries resulting in higher cost per
acquisition than their overall average.
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Figure 8: The incremental benefit of advertising for navigational
queries is very small for most advertisers.

5.2
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Figure 9: INAB has no correlation with CTR and most advertisers
receive a high click through rate on navigational queries.
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Navigational queries

A subset of queries (explicitly excluded above) for which an advertiser is the top organic result is known as navigational queries—
i.e., the user is using the search engine as a way to navigate to the
advertiser’s site. We consider a given query navigational for an advertiser if: i) the search query is classified by the search ad network
as navigational, i.e., the user query includes branded terms or keywords (e.g., Amazon or Facebook) that suggests the user is seeking
a specific website, and ii) the advertiser is the top-most organic result for that query. Here, we consider whether it is effective for a
website to advertise for queries where the user is explicitly seeking
to navigate to the advertiser website.
Figure 8(a) plots the NAB of advertising (nav-ad) versus not
advertising (nav-noad) for all advertisers where we have at least
30 conversions attributed to clicks following queries matching the
above criteria. Figure 8(b) plots the same data as a CDF of the
INAB of advertising over not advertising on these queries. As
is evident from points clustering along the diagonal in the scatter
plot, the majority of advertisers (61%) receive very little incremental benefit (less than 10%) from advertising on navigational queries
where they are the top organic result. Moreover, for 32% of ad-

vertisers, advertising on navigational queries for which they are the
top organic result is a net loss when compared to not advertising
(i.e., INAB is < 0). In 9% of the cases, however, such advertising
bears significant fruit (INAB is > 25%).
Our finding that 61% of advertisers receive limited benefit (INAB approximately zero) from advertising on navigational
queries vs. not advertising squarely contradicts reports from other
ad networks that suggest 89% of ad clicks are incremental, and
would be lost without advertising [13]. We reconcile these results
by observing that the previous study [13] does not consider conversions and focuses solely on clicks. Indeed, the study’s authors
explicitly state that advertisers should consider conversions since
relying on clicks alone may be misleading. We show below that advertising on navigational queries does, in fact, inflate click counts
without increasing conversions for the vast majority of advertisers.
Another reason for the divergent result is that the previous study
considers campaigns that are paused due to budget shortage. This
would bias the choice of campaigns towards very small advertisers
who would not have strong presence for navigational queries.
For advertisers that value conversions, however, our data discredits conventional wisdom that promotes advertising on navigational
queries for which the advertiser is the top organic result. Finally,
while our general finding is consistent with experimental evidence
from large advertisers including eBay [10], we nevertheless encourage advertisers to conduct their own experiments and track conversions to determine if they belong to the small (9%) set of advertisers for whom advertising on navigational queries brings significant
benefits. These advertisers, as we discussed in Section 5.1.2, either
have a weaker brand or are competing against other advertisers who
can legitimately advertise on their brand.

5.3

Click count inflation

Many advertisers appear to optimize for clicks rather than conversions. While we can only speculate as to why they choose to do
so, anecdotal evidence ranges from naïveté, e.g., unawareness of
metrics other than the click-through rate, to financial, e.g., ad agencies that collect commission per-click and advertisers that specify
CTRs and minimum click counts (rather than conversions) in contracts with such agencies [3]. One of the easiest ways for advertisers to inflate ad click counts is to cannibalize the advertiser’s own
navigational queries.
Figure 9 plots achieved click-through rate of campaigns that advertise on an advertiser’s own navigational queries as a function
of their INAB. While the INAB of such a strategy is close to zero
for the vast majority of campaigns as one would expect, the clickthrough rate for these campaigns is extremely high as compared to
typical search ad CTRs of around 1-2% [5]. Advertisers should run
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Figure 10: Poaching often leads to wasteful spend and defending against it is not worthwhile either. A better alternative is to try to gain
users on commercial queries where there is no organic presence.

carefully calibrated A/B tests to determine the incremental benefit of advertising for queries where the user is already looking to
navigate to the advertiser.

POACHING COMPETITOR TRAFFIC

Poaching refers to advertising strategies that involve bidding
on navigational queries specifically seeking a competitor’s website (e.g., queries with competitor’s trademarked terms or brand
names). Initially, Google’s trademark usage policy prevented advertisers from bidding on trademarked keywords they did not own
or from using them in their ad content; the restriction of bidding
on competitors’ trademarked keywords was relaxed in 2004—even
if the trademark owner explicitly objected—and restrictions on using them in ad content were relaxed in 2009 [1, 2]. The relaxed
policy effectively increased the cost per click of trademarked keywords by allowing competition from third parties, thereby increasing trademark owners’ costs by compelling them to bid defensively
to protect their trademark.
We find that poaching may help smaller advertisers get users who
would not navigate to the advertiser in the absence of ads. But, the
costs of attempting to gain such users may be too high for some
advertisers when compared to the cost they pay for an average conversion. Moreover, given the varied effectiveness of poaching, defending against poaching has uneven results and can, in fact, occasionally lead to negative results due to the high cost of defense.

6.1

Offense

Here, we analyze the benefit of trying to poach users seeking
to navigate to a competitor. Figure 10(a) compares the NAB for
poaching ads (poach-ad, i.e., ads on navigational queries where
the advertiser is not the top-most organic search result) against the
NAB of not advertising on the same queries (poach-noad, i.e., navigational queries where the advertiser has an organic presence but is
not the top-most organic result, and does not display an ad). Each
data point represents an advertiser where we have sufficient conversion data. About half the advertisers fall below the diagonal showing that poaching is actually detrimental. For the half that do see
relative gains over not advertising, the absolute benefits are negligible (note the absolute value of NAB is generally below 0.01).
Figure 11 plots the CDF of the INAB for these advertisers. For
50% of advertisers, poaching is of negative value—likely due to
few conversions and high costs associated with such ads. There
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Figure 11: For most advertisers, poaching competitor’s navigational queries yields little benefit, while some see extreme gains.

are however, a minority that see significant gains relative to their
performance when ads are not shown. This is due to the very poor
rate at which they obtain traffic when they do not show ads; said
another way, while the relative gains are substantial, in absolute
terms they still do not receive many conversions.

6.2

Defense

Regardless of how effective poaching is for the advertiser, competitors may still be harmed because they value lost conversions
more dearly. Here, we consider whether it is useful for an advertiser to defend against potential poaching by out-bidding competitors for ad space despite being the top organic result for a navigational query. This data represents a specific scenario of advertising
for navigational queries (discussed in Section 5.2) where a competitor ad is also present. We consider an advertiser a potential victim
of poaching for a given query if: i) the search query is classified
as navigational, i.e., the user query includes branded terms (e.g.,
Amazon or Macys) that suggests the user is seeking a specific website, ii) the advertiser is the top-most organic result for that query,
and iii) another advertiser advertises on the query.
Figure 10(b) compares the NAB of defensive ads (nav-comp-ad,
i.e., ads on navigational queries where the advertiser is the topmost organic search result) against the NAB of not advertising on
the same queries (nav-comp-noad). Figure 12 plots the CDF of
the INAB for these advertisers. The results are mixed: 20% of
advertisers realize significant (INAB > 25%) benefits, while a 32%
are negatively impacted by attempting to defend these queries.
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Figure 12: The benefits of defending against poaching vary dramatically across advertisers.

Figure 14: Listing a business in local results brings clear benefit to
advertisers.

6.3

advertisers. The effect of adding a call button to an ad when an
organic result with call button is already present is mixed.

Spending smarter

As an alternative to poaching a competitor’s customers (i.e.,
users who have issued a navigational search query for a competing website), an advertiser might try instead to recruit customers
who are likely to convert somewhere, but have not yet decided on
a particular vendor. Here we consider an advertiser deciding between spending money on poaching ads vs. spending that money
to compete on commercial queries (i.e., those that are likely to lead
to conversions) where they may not be prominently ranked in the
organic results, Figure 10(c) plots the additional benefit of advertising on commercial queries where the advertiser does not have an
organic presence i.e. NAB(noorg-ad) vs. the benefit of poaching
ads over not poaching (NAB(poach-ad) - NAB(poach-noad)). For
78% of the advertisers, advertising on commercial queries where
the advertiser has no organic presence dominates poaching by a
wide margin (i.e., the are significantly above the diagonal).

7.

DISPLAYING AD EXTENSIONS

Call extensions allow advertisers to explicitly add a call button
to their ads when rendered on mobile phones. Call buttons are also
shown for business listings in the organic search results. These
features are provided by our partner ad network for no additional
cost to the advertisers. We have limited data for different advertising strategies on mobile devices. However, our preliminary results
show that creating a business listing, which would allow the ad network to show a call button in organic results, is beneficial to the

7.1

Organic business listings

Businesses can create a (free) listing that includes their location, phone number, store hours, parking information, and payment
methods accepted through the network’s “Places for Business” portal or third-parties like Yelp. The ad network uses this structured
information to enhance the presentation of organic results including
showing the call button, map directions, and so on.
We first look at the effectiveness of the call button for organic
business listings vs. plain search results. It is challenging, however, to define conversion rates in these scenarios. We obviously
have no way of knowing from the search logs how many users that
call the business end up converting in a way that is equivalent to
the conversions in previous sections; here, we consider the simple
act of a user contacting the business by clicking the call button as
a conversion event for the purposes of computing the NAB. For
organic listings without call buttons, however, no similar data is
available. Instead, we substitute the conversion rate the advertisers
obtain when they advertise on local queries. While conversions are
potentially an undercount when compared to calls, we hope that
using the conversion rate for ads as opposed to organic clicks restores some of the balance, offering a reasonable baseline of user
engagement.
Figure 13(a) plots the NAB of having an organic call button
(phone-orgcall) vs NAB of plain search results (phone-org) for
searches performed on mobile phones. Note that since both NABs
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Figure 15: When organic call is already listed, advertising with a
call ad has mixed results.
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Figure 16: When advertiser does not have organic presence, advertising with a call button is more beneficial.

are for organic results—for which businesses do not pay—the cost
term in the NAB computation is zero, and NAB reduces to conversions per impression. Figure 14 plots the CDF of the INAB of call
button over plain results. As evident from the figures, median conversions per impression increases by a factor of 10 when a organic
call result is present.

7.2

Ads with call extensions

When an advertiser chooses to place a call button in an ad, it is
possible the ad results in a conversion off-line; i.e., rather than navigating to the website and converting, the user may instead call the
advertiser and “convert” by making a purchase or similar analogous
activity without further web interaction. Hence, when considering
conversions for ads with call extensions, we define a conversion
event to be either a call or an advertiser-reported conversion. For
the very few impressions that result in both, we report only one
conversion.
Figure 13(b) compares the NAB of mobile search ads with call
extensions (phone-orgcall-adcall) vs. the NAB of organic business
listings with call buttons (phone-orgcall) for the very few businesses in our dataset that both advertise call extensions as well as
created an organic listing, as well as reported a sufficient number
of conversion events. Figure 15 plots the CDF of the corresponding INAB. We find that even if organic search results contain a call
button extension, ads employing the same are effective for 74% of
advertisers, but ineffective for the remaining 26%. The orders-ofmagnitude larger NAB (and INAB) values in this section can be
attributed to the relative paucity of data for results using the call
extension.
For businesses that do not have a rank high enough to be listed
in the organic results, Figure 13(c) compares the NAB of mobile
search ads with call extensions (phone-noorg-adcall) vs. the NAB

Figure 17: Call ads on mobile are better than regular desktop ads
in the absence of organic presence.

of ads without the call extension (phone-noorg-ad). Figure 16 plots
the CDF of the corresponding INAB. We find that ads with a call
extension are universally more effective.
Preliminary data suggests that there are mixed benefits to using
call extensions for businesses where organic listings include call
button. For businesses that do not have a high-enough organic rank
for their listing to appear in the first page of ads, however, there
is a consistent boost from call extensions in search ads. That being said, since call extensions and business listings are both recent
features and very few advertisers have opted-in to both, our results
are preliminary and we encourage advertisers to conduct their own
experiments and compute their respective INABs to assess the effectiveness of the call extension in their specific case.

7.3

Spending smarter

In closing, we compare the marginal benefit of call extensions
in mobile ads to the benefit of traditional advertising on computers. As we discussed previously, the benefit of the latter depends
tremendously on the position of the advertiser in the organic search
results. As an optimistic estimate, we focus on an advertiser who
appears sixth in the organic search results. Specifically, Figure 17
plots the marginal benefit of running mobile ads with call extension
over organic business listings with call button (phone-noorg-adcall)
vs. advertising on desktops and laptops. For 75% of the advertisers
in our dataset, it is (modestly) more beneficial to focus on mobile
call ads vs. desktop ads.
While we have limited data in our dataset, our initial assessment
indicates greater benefits can be obtained by adding call buttons to
ads on mobile compared to traditional advertising on desktop when
organic presence is poor.

8.

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our choice of using aggregated traffic
slices and the underlying systemic bias that exists in the way the
traffic slices are chosen for comparison.

8.1

Choosing traffic slices

The techniques that we use in this paper can be applied to estimate the profitability achieved by an advertiser over an arbitrary
slice of traffic that is representative of a particular advertising strategy. To measure the effectiveness of advertising, we identify similar search impressions with and without ads. For this, an ideal
comparison would require impressions where the presence of an
ad is the only distinguishing attribute. However, even the largest
search engines have only sparse data when aggregated at the query
level [24]. In order to have reasonable samples of impressions,
we aggregate impressions by the category of user query. Note that
the techniques we discuss in this paper can however be applied to
traffic slices aggregated on other attributes like geography or user
characteristics.

8.2

Systemic biases

A source of bias in our analyses is that queries for which ads are
shown are often more representative of the advertiser than queries
where ads are not shown for comparable traffic slices. This is because whenever ads are shown, both the ad network and advertiser
find the query relevant. But, when ads are not shown, the ad network finds query relevant to advertiser but advertiser does not. So,
whenever results returned by the ad network are poor, users are less
likely to choose the advertiser from organic results hence lowering
NAB for the traffic slice without ads.
An exception to this rule is when the advertiser tries to poach
users looking for a competitor (Section 6.1). This is because in case
of poaching, while the impressions with advertiser ad are likely to
be more attractive to the advertiser, they also cost more.
Finally, in Section 7 queries for which the ad network presents
a result with a call button are often more relevant to a mobile user
than queries where a web result is delivered; hence, the NAB for
organic search results with call buttons may be overstated.

9.

RELATED WORK

Measuring ad effectiveness. There have been a number of
studies measuring the effectiveness of display advertising ad campaigns [27, 29]. These studies measure the incremental impact of
advertising by creating a treatment and a control group. We take a
similar approach by identifying comparable traffic slices and then
measuring the incremental impact of advertising.
Reiley, Lewis and Rao have also highlighted the challenges in
conducting such studies [30, 31] and how the benefits of advertising
can be overestimated. They highlight this by studying the impact
of display ads on user activity. They show that presence of display
ads is not necessarily correlated with subsequent user activity. A
key reason is that display ads are expected to perform by their mere
presence in the absence of explicit expression of intent by the user.
In case of web search, however, advertiser pays the search engine
only when there is an ad click and user intent is captured through
the query made by the user. So, a subsequent conversion can be
attributed to a click performed by the user on search engine results
— sponsored or organic.
Absolute metrics. Advertising effectiveness has traditionally
been measured in absolute terms, e.g., click through rates [14, 22,
37, 40] or conversion rates [11, 36]. Other work focuses on prevalence [9] or effectiveness of different advertising strategies like mobile advertising [18, 39] or the interaction between ads and organic
search results [10, 44]. Since different metrics focus on different dimensions of the campaign, comparing them is not straightforward.
NAB is also an absolute metric, however it explicitly addresses the
multi-dimensional comparison problem by converting other dimensions (i.e., cost) into the primary dimension (conversion probabil-

ity) through a conversion factor (λ) that explicitly tracks the advertiser’s relative utility across dimensions.
Incremental metrics. The Incremental Ad Clicks metric [13]
and the related one for mobiles [32] take a novel approach by
proposing a way to compare two traffic slices. We were inspired
by IAC but ultimately identified the severe limitations in the general approach relating to: i) ignoring conversions, ii) being illconditioned to noise; and iii) not scaling to the orders of magnitude difference in advertiser scale. NAB and INAB are designed to
address these challenges. We were also inspired by work in costeffectiveness analysis in the health sector [43].
Other use cases. Our work complements the large body of work
in the space of ad optimizations. Researchers have described a
methodology for A/B testing in context of controlled experiments
online for fairer comparisons [19]. INAB complements this work
by providing a metric that enables direct comparison of the relative
effectiveness of the two tests. [8] develops strategies that advertisers may use to modify bid amounts. Incorporating NAB in the
bidding strategy may allow for joint optimizations in cost and conversions. A large body of work has looked at identifying fraud in
online ads [15, 16, 17, 23, 28, 33, 34, 35, 42]. NAB of various suspicious traffic slices may be used as an additional signal in these
techniques.

10.

FUTURE WORK

In this section we discuss areas where the NAB metric can be
refined and outline future work.
Multiple types of conversions. In this paper we treat all the
conversion events of an advertiser equivalently. If an advertiser has
multiple types of conversions she is interested in, she would need
to compute the NAB for each type of conversion, and those NABs
would not be mutually comparable. One approach would be to allow the advertiser to specify the relative value of each conversion
and extend NAB to allow different types of conversions to be traded
off against one another to arrive at the net NAB across all conversion types.
Probabilistic NAB and brand advertising. As defined NAB
can be applied most readily to search ads since every impression,
click and conversion can be tracked precisely and with certainty. In
traditional brand advertising, simply estimating impression counts
is a hard problem (e.g., TV viewers going to the restroom during
commercial breaks), let alone tracking conversions. It may, however, be possible to arrive at probabilistic estimates of impressions,
and conversions. One approach could be to extend NAB to incorporate probabilistic inputs and output the expected NAB with
confidence intervals.
What-if analysis. In our design of NAB we consider only pointin-time values and do not leverage the longitudinal perspective our
historical data provides. While one could compute NAB at different
points in the past to extrapolate into the future, a better approach
may be to directly incorporate time-series data as input and output
a time-parameterized NAB function.

11.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we develop the net acquisition benefit (NAB) metric to approximate profit per impression in order to measure the effectiveness of an ad campaign, and the incremental net acquisition
benefit (INAB) to measure the marginal benefit of one ad strategy
over another. Using these metrics and extensive search and ad click
data from a major search-ad provider, we find that cannibalizing
organic traffic and poaching a competitor’s traffic are frequently
ineffective while call extensions on mobile phones show promise.
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